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Abstract

Comprehensive knowledge of travel patterns is crucial to enable planning
for a more efficient traffic system that accommodates human mobility de-
mand. Currently, this knowledge is mainly based on traffic models based
on relatively small samples of observations collected from travel surveys and
traffic counts. The data is expensive to collect and provides only partial
observations of travel patterns. With the rise of new technology, new large-
scale passive data sources can be used to analyse travel patterns. This
thesis aims to expand the knowledge about how to use cellular network
data collected by cellular network operators and smart-card data from pub-
lic transit systems to analyse travel patterns. The focus is particularly on
the data processing methods needed to extract travel patterns. The thesis’s
contributions include new methods for extracting trips, estimating travel
demand, route inference and travel mode choice from cellular network data
and a method to extract travel behaviour changes from smart-card data.
Different approaches are proposed to evaluate the methods: the validation
using experimental data, validation using other available data sources, and
comparison of results obtained using different methods.
The findings include that methods for extracting travel patterns from large-
scale passive data need to account for the data’s characteristics. Paper II
illustrates that route inference from Call Detail Records by strictly following
the used cell towers’ locations is problematic due to the noise and low resolu-
tion of the data. Both rule-based and machine learning methods can be used
to extract travel patterns. Paper I shows that a rule-based stop detection
algorithm can be used to extract longer trips from cellular network data reli-
ably. On the other hand, Paper III shows that for travel mode classification
of trips extracted from cellular network data, supervised classification can
outperform rule-based methods. Unsupervised machine learning can be used
to find patterns without prior specification. Paper V shows how clustering
of smart-card data could be used to group public transit users by travel
behaviour to understand the effects of a disruption. Supervised machine
learning requires training data. When no or little training data is available,
using semi-supervised learning is a promising approach as demonstrated in
Paper IV.
In the studies of this thesis, real-world, large-scale passive datasets have
been used to demonstrate how the extraction of travel patterns works under
realistic circumstances. This has exposed limitations due to the data source’s
characteristics and limitations due to possible sample bias. At the same
time, the studies of this thesis show the potential of using large-scale passive
data. Changes in travel patterns can be identified quickly as new data can
be collected continuously. Due to the large sample size, the data allows
understanding travel patterns based on observations instead of relying on
traffic models’ underlying assumptions.
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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning

Ett effektivt trafiksystem är avgörande för att uppnå klimatmålen och sam-
tidigt tillgodose människors efterfrågan på mobilitet. För att trafikplaner-
are ska kunna ta välgrundade beslut för att utveckla trafiksystemet krävs
en omfattande förståelse av historiska och nuvarande resmönster. Dessa
kan sedan användas för att till exempel identifiera persontransporter som
kan flyttas till energieffektivare trafikslag eller för att modellera effekterna
av en infrastrukturinvestering. Trafikplanerare använder idag trafikmod-
eller med resvanundersökningar och trafikmätningar som indata. Eftersom
dessa datakällor är dyra och innehåller ett mycket begränsat antal obser-
vationer kan modellerna endast ge ungefärliga skattningar av resmönster.
Nya storskaliga passiva datakällor som data från mobilnätet och data från
reskort i kollektivtrafiken öppnar för nya möjligheter att observera resmön-
ster på ett sätt som kan ge en mycket mer detaljerad förståelse av de faktiska
resmönstren.
Syftet med den här avhandlingen är att vidga förståelsen för vad som be-
hövs för att processa storskaliga passiva datakällor såsom mobilnätsdata och
data från reskort i kollektivtrafiken för att analysera resmönster. Artiklarna
i denna avhandling föreslår nya metoder för att detektera resor, estimera re-
seefterfrågan, skatta ruttval och färdmedelsval från mobilnätsdata samt en
metod för att analysera förändringar i resebeteende med data från reskort
i kollektivtrafiken. För att bedöma kvalitén på de extraherade resmönstren
föreslås olika utvärderingsmetoder: validering med hjälp av experimentella
data, validering mot andra datakällor och jämförelse mellan olika metoder.
Genom att utvärdera metoderna fås kunskap om potentialen och begräs-
ningarna med att använda storskaliga passiva datakällor för att analysera
resmönster.
Studierna i denna avhandling visar på att storskaliga passiva datakällor kan
användas för att förstå resmönster på ett mycket mer detaljerat sätt än vad
som är möjligt med hjälp av resvanundersökningar och trafikmätningar. Re-
sultaten visar bland annat att mobilnätsdata kan användas för att estimera
reseefterfrågan, men att det finns en risk att särskilt korta resor inte de-
tekteras tillförlitligt. Om lågupplöst mobilnätsdata användas för att skatta
flöden på vägnätet spelar ruttestimeringsmetoden stor roll. Resultaten när
det gäller färdmedelsklassificering av resor från mobilnätet visar att metoder
som jämför observationer med tillgängliga ruttalternativ funkar sämre om
ruttalternativen för olika färdmedel ligger rumsligt nära. Bättre resultat kan
uppnås med maskininlärningsmetoder och det är även möjligt att uppnå bra
resultat om ingen träningsdata finns tillgänglig. Den sista studien visar hur
data från reskort i kollektivtrafiken kan användas för att analysera förän-
dringar i resmönster efter en långvarig störning i kollektivtrafiksystemet.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

An efficient and sustainable traffic system is essential to achieve global
climate goals while accommodating human mobility demand. Only
with comprehensive knowledge about travel patterns, traffic plan-
ners can make informed decisions when developing the traffic system.
Travel patterns describe human mobility, including when, why and
how people move between different places. With a good understand-
ing of travel patterns, we can estimate the travel demand, that is, the
number of people travelling between different areas. This also allows
us, for example, to identify travel demand that could be using a more
sustainable travel mode. We can also use travel patterns to describe
the decision making process of travellers how to travel, also called
travel behaviour. Further, a good understanding of travel patterns
allows modelling and forecasting the effects of changes to the traffic
system. Before making an infrastructure investment such as con-
structing a new railway or road, we can then analyse its anticipated
effects on the traffic system.

In the past, the main sources of observations of travel patterns
have been travel surveys and traffic counts. A significant limitation
of these data sources is their sample size, limited by the expensive data
collection needed. Today, new large-scale passive data sources such as
cellular network data and smart card data are available, which open
up the possibility to obtain large samples of observations of travel
patterns. However, extensive data processing is needed to obtain
relevant travel patterns from the raw data. The focus of this thesis is
the design of these data processing methods and their evaluation.

1
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The traffic system is a highly complex system with many combina-
tions of origins, destinations, travel modes, and routes. Compre-
hensive data to capture travel patterns is today expensive to obtain.
Travel surveys can give detailed information by asking travellers ques-
tions about their recent travel patterns. Unfortunately, they are very
costly to conduct. Therefore, sample sizes are usually small and new
a survey is often only conducted every few years. With decreasing
response rates, surveys have become even more expensive or less rep-
resentative (Schulz et al., 2016; Prelipcean et al., 2015). Traffic counts
give only the aggregated amount of travellers or vehicles passing at
few given locations and no observations of trips from origin to desti-
nation.

With technology evolving, there are now several large-scale passive
data sources. Here, the data is collected passively, that is, without
any additional intervention. These new data sources open new possi-
bilities to obtain large samples of observations of travel patterns. Cel-
lular network data, consists of records of events from mobile phones
that cellular network operators capture. We can use these records
to obtain large-scale observations of travel patterns with all modes
using the cellular network’s already existing technical infrastructure.
Another large-scale passive data source is smart card data, which
is collected by public transportation fare systems. It provides de-
tailed information on historical and current travel patterns with pub-
lic transportation.

In order to use these new data sources, there are, however, two
main challenges. First, the raw data does usually not contain the
desired observations directly. Therefore, we need to process the raw
data is to extract relevant travel patterns. This calls for new meth-
ods capable of handling large amounts of data and distinguishing
noise from actual observations. As passive data sources do not al-
ways include all metadata needed for analysing travel patterns, new
methods are required to infer this additional information. Second,
due to the lack of complete ground-truth data, a significant challenge
is to evaluate the data processing and the resulting travel patterns to
understand their quality.

2
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1.2. Aim and Scope

1.2 Aim and Scope
The aim of this thesis is to propose, compare and evaluate methods
of processing large-scale passive data such as cellular network data
and smart card data for extracting travel patterns that are relevant
for use in traffic planning applications.

The focus of this thesis is on the data processing needed to extract
travel patterns. The methods proposed in this thesis aim to extract
travel patterns and provide data for traffic planning applications. The
large-scale data sources used in this thesis are cellular network data
and smart card data.

The area of processing large-scale passive data for analysing travel
patterns is broad. Therefore, some delimitations have been made for
this thesis. The thesis does not cover details about the data collec-
tion of large-scale passive data. The thesis does further not cover the
implementation of solutions for specific traffic planning applications.
Instead, it focuses on the link between these: the necessary data pro-
cessing. While two large-scale data sources are used in the thesis,
the proposed methods only use one data source at a time. The data
fusion of multiple data sources is left for further research. The same
holds for the integration with traffic planning models. Finally, the
methods only facilitate the analysis of historical data. The adjust-
ments needed to enable real-time processing are not covered in this
thesis.

1.3 Methodology
In order to reach the aim of finding and evaluating methods to ex-
tract travel patterns from large-scale passive data, we could consider
different approaches:

1 Simulation: Given artificial travel patterns, we simulate the
collection of large-scale passive data. After developing methods
for recovering the travel patterns from the simulated data, the
methods are evaluated against the artificial travel patterns.

2 Analytical modelling: First, assumptions are formulated about
the data expected to be collected given certain travel patterns.
Then, an analytical method is formulated using the assump-
tions.

3
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Chapter 1. Introduction

3 Empirical research: A dataset of real-world passive data is col-
lected and used to extract travel patterns. The resulting travel
patterns are validated using experiments or other available data
sources.

Simulation allows to easily control the environment and under-
stand how a method handles data of different quality and resolution.
The simulated travel patterns are fully known and can be used for
validation. However, it is very difficult to realistically simulate the
data collection of, for example, cellular network data which depends
on many complex factors such as radio propagation. There is a risk
that a method that works well with simulated data performs worse
when used on real-world datasets.

Analytical modelling allows obtaining specific quantities using
closed form equations, for example, the average distance travelled by a
user per day. This methodology is limited to relatively simple quanti-
ties since describing comprehensive and complex travel patterns using
closed-form equations would be cumbersome if not impossible. Simi-
larly, as for simulation, the method is only useful if the assumptions
on data collection hold in reality. Methods solely based on analytical
models risk becoming too complex with realistic assumptions or not
useful in practice with too simplistic assumptions.

Using a real-world passive dataset to develop and evaluate meth-
ods allows testing if a method works under real circumstances. This
methodology also allows identifying potential problems and limita-
tions that could be missed in theoretical models or a simulation. A
disadvantage of this methodology is that there is usually no complete
ground truth for validation. Further, a more complex data process-
ing setup is needed to process real-world, large-scale datasets in a
privacy-preserving way.

The main methodology used in this thesis is empirical research:
processing and analysing real-world passive data. This methodology
allows getting closer to methods that can be used for real traffic plan-
ning applications than using simulation or pure mathematical mod-
elling. Three approaches are used to evaluate the proposed methods.
The first approach is validation by experiments. Here, data is col-
lected in a way such that the actual travel patterns are known. The
second approach is validation by comparison to other data sources.
In this approach, the extracted travel patterns are compared to an-
other independent and trusted data source. The third evaluation ap-
proach is to compare the travel patterns extracted by different meth-

4
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1.4. Outline

ods from the same data. This approach provides no validation but
can show how sensitive the resulting travel patterns are to changes in
the method.

1.4 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 mo-
tivates why the analysis of travel patterns is relevant and introduces
the most central terms to describe travel patterns. Chapter 3 gives
an overview of different large-scale passive data sources that can pro-
vide observations of travel patterns. Both cellular network data and
smart card data are presented in detail with their typical characteris-
tics. Chapter 4 then introduces methods to process large-scale passive
data for travel pattern analysis. This includes both an introduction to
general steps of data processing and a summary of methods that have
been used in previous literature to solve problems related to the data
processing of cellular network data and smart card data. In Chap-
ter 5 the research questions related to research gaps in the previous
literature are formulated. Further, the chapter contains a summary
of the research that is part of this thesis and its main contributions.
Chapter 6 gives the main conclusions of the thesis. Finally, the thesis
contains five research papers.

5
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Chapter 2

Travel Pattern Analysis

Within this thesis travel patterns are descriptions of movements of
people. Travel pattern analysis aims to understand current, historical
and future aggregated travel patterns. This chapter introduces the
basic concepts and terms related to travel patterns and illustrates
how traffic planners can use travel pattern analysis to improve the
traffic system. While later chapters of the thesis focus on using large-
scale passive data, this chapter first introduces traffic modelling as a
standard approach of travel pattern analysis without using such data.

2.1 Travel Patterns
Travel patterns subsume all relevant information to describe the move-
ments of people. They include information about when, how, where,
and possibly why these movements occur in a population. As the
term patterns suggests, the focus is on describing patterns in the pop-
ulation and not specific travellers. The aggregated patterns are, on
the other hand, the result of many individual movements. We can
describe travel patterns using the components shown in Figure 2.1.
We call travel patterns related to travellers, trips and stops individ-
ual travel patterns and travel patterns related to the traffic system
aggregated travel patterns.

Trips are central to describe travel patterns. A trip is a movement
of an individual between two stops. The stops correspond to the trip’s
origin and destination (for example, home and work). A trip also has
a start time (departure at the origin) and an end time (arrival at the

7
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Chapter 2. Travel Pattern Analysis

Traveller

• Important places
• Travel behaviour

⁃ Socioeconomic 
attributes

⁃ Preferences

IndividualTrip
• Origin/Destination
• Start/end time
• Travel mode
• Route
• Purpose

IndividualStopsStop

• Location
• Start/end time
• Activity

IndividualStopsTraffic system

• Travel demand
• Modal split
• Link flows/

Loads

Figure 2.1: The main components of travel patterns and their
related attributes.

destination). In addition, we may also associate the trip with the
travel mode used, such as private car, train or bicycle. The route of a
trip exactly describes which links of the road network or which public
transportation lines have been used to make the trip. We may also
be interested in a trip’s purpose (e.g. commuting, leisure, business,
shopping). The purpose can be relevant for traffic planning as it
affects the flexibility and the value of time for a trip.

Stops describe the places where individuals are when they are not
travelling. They are also called stay-locations. Stops are described
by their location, start time and end time. Even the stops are rel-
evant to describe travel patterns because the purpose of trips is to
move between stops, and the stops can thus explain why a traveller
makes the trip. Therefore, a stop may be associated with an activity
category, for example, home, work, leisure, shopping. The activities
connected to the stop before and after a trip explain the trip purpose.

The traveller is the individual making the trips and stops. The
travel behaviour of the traveller describes the decision-making pro-
cess when, how, why the individual is travelling. It is influenced
by the traveller’s socioeconomic attributes, such as income, access
to car, age, employment and individual preferences including travel
mode preferences. We can also associate some important places with
the traveller. These are stops that a traveller frequently visits, for

8
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2.2. Usage and Applications

example, the traveller’s home and work.
So far, we have introduced terms related to individual travel pat-

terns. However, it is relevant for traffic planners to understand how
individual travel patterns add up to aggregated travel patterns. We
can describe the travel patterns on aggregated (macroscopic) level in
terms of travel demand. The travel demand is the number of travellers
between different areas at a given time. An OD-matrix describes the
travel demand by containing the number of travellers (or vehicles)
travelling in each pair of Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ). The modal
split gives the share of the travel demand made using the different
travel modes available in an OD-pair. Finally, link flows describe the
number of vehicles (or travellers) using a particular link in the road
network. For the public transportation system, we may instead give
the loads describing how many travellers use a given line or vehicle
on the line. As travel patterns are dynamic, all descriptions of aggre-
gated travel patterns can change over time. Therefore, it is common
to give them time-sliced into different time periods.

2.2 Usage and Applications
Suppose that we had a good description of the travel patterns. How
can traffic planners make use of it in practical traffic planning appli-
cations? We can divide traffic planning into three levels: strategic,
tactical and operational planning. An understanding of the present
travel patterns is important for all these levels. Strategic planning
is about planning from a long-term perspective. That is taking fun-
damental decisions about developing the traffic system, for instance,
by constructing new railroads and roads or investments into an in-
creased fleet of public transportation vehicles. Knowledge of past and
current travel patterns is needed to build models that forecast how
travel patterns will develop in the future. These models allow traffic
planners to evaluate the effect of specific changes or investments on
travel patterns and estimate socioeconomic benefits. Making long-
term decisions to develop the traffic system also requires a general
understanding of travel behaviour. This includes, for example, un-
derstanding which factors influence how individuals choose the travel
mode to use for a trip.

Tactical planning is about planning the use of the present infras-
tructure. An example is the development of public transportation

9
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Chapter 2. Travel Pattern Analysis

route networks and timetables (Pelletier et al., 2011). An efficient
public transportation system needs to adapt when travel patterns
change over time. To understand where there is potential to open
a new line or extend the timetable, we first need to understand the
travel demand. Tactical planning could also include handling planned
disruptions, such as a temporary closure of a public transportation
route or a road due to construction works. Knowing the present travel
patterns allows planning replacements such that the additional travel
time is minimised for most people.

Operational planning focuses on short-term decisions. It is also
called traffic management. The focus here is on the current traffic
situation and handling of unplanned events. Unlike strategic and
tactical planning, where we can use historical travel patterns, opera-
tional planning requires real-time travel patterns. The real-time data
can be used to give adequate traffic information and, for example,
reroute travellers in order to minimise queues.

While this thesis focuses on traffic planning applications only,
there are also other applications where understanding travel patterns
plays an important role. Urban planners may use travel patterns to
understand how cities should be developed, for example, to minimise
additional traffic generated (Becker et al., 2011b). In cultural geog-
raphy, travel patterns can be used to understand segregation (Östh
et al., 2018). Travel patterns also allow to better understand tourism
(Ahas et al., 2007). Finally, travel patterns are crucial for under-
standing epidemic spread (Barbosa et al., 2018, Section 5).

2.3 Data Collection
Before introducing new large-scale passive data sources in Chapter 3,
this chapter gives a brief overview of the main ways of data collec-
tion commonly used today to observe and describe travel patterns.
One of these data sources are traffic counts. They allow observing
the number of travellers or vehicles using specific parts of the traffic
infrastructure. Road traffic counts can be used to observe the flow
on a specific link in the road network. They can be collected either
manually or automatically using temporary or permanent equipment.
In public transportation systems, we can collect traffic counts man-
ually or automatically using equipment in vehicles or gates in metro
systems. Automatic traffic counts allow collecting updated data fre-

10
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2.3. Data Collection

quently. Traffic counts only provide the total number of travellers us-
ing a given link or public transportation vehicle. They do not provide
any information about where the travellers started their trip or which
route they use. Equipment for automatic traffic counts and labour for
manual traffic counts is expensive. For this reason, traffic counts are
usually only collected at strategic places in the traffic system, such
as major roads or places with congestion problems. Therefore, traffic
counts provide only partial information about travel patterns.

Travel surveys can, in contrast to traffic counts, provide a sample
of individual travel patterns. Participants of a travel survey are asked
specific questions about their recent travel patterns. We can obtain
metadata for each trip such as the travel mode, purpose and activities
before and after the trip by including appropriate questions in the sur-
vey. Further, we can collect basic socioeconomic data about the par-
ticipant and data about personal travel preferences. The knowledge
about socioeconomic data also allows to understand and compensate
for possible bias in the sample of respondents of the survey.

Unfortunately, travel surveys suffer from decreasing response rates
(Schulz et al., 2016). This leads to smaller sample sizes and possi-
bly increasing bias. A problem of self-reported travel surveys is also
that there may be underreporting of certain types of trips and inac-
curacies in the reported data (Stopher et al., 2007). Recently, efforts
are made to replace travel surveys on paper with Global Position-
ing System (GPS) supported travel diaries which could increase data
quality and lower costs for carrying out travel surveys (Prelipcean
et al., 2015). Even though travel surveys provide a lot of detail about
individual travel patterns, the total number of observations included
in the sample is usually small in relation to the complexity of the traf-
fic system. A huge sample would be needed to collect observations
of all travel modes in all OD-pairs. In practice, this would be too
expensive. Due to their cost, travel surveys are also commonly only
updated every few years and such that changes in travel patterns are
captured with delay only.

Census data and data describing the traffic infrastructure do not
provide observations of travel patterns. However, they are still use-
ful to understand travel patterns. Census data can provide the total
number of homes and workplaces in an area, and other information
on land use that may generate traffic. A detailed description of the
available traffic infrastructure is needed to understand, for example,
which routes are available. For the road infrastructure, we can asso-
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Chapter 2. Travel Pattern Analysis

ciate each link with a maximum speed and capacity. For the public
transportation system, we need the route network and timetable to
understand the exact routes used for trips.

2.4 Traffic Modelling
A small sample of observations is not enough for making well-informed
traffic planning decisions. In most cases, we need to have an overview
of the aggregated travel patterns of the whole population and in the
whole traffic system. Traffic counts and travel surveys provide only
samples of travel patterns and not the whole population’s aggregated
travel patterns. Commonly, traffic models are used to solve this prob-
lem and estimate aggregated travel patterns in a population using
only limited data.

Traffic models are typically using census data and data about the
traffic infrastructure as inputs. The travel patterns are then mod-
elled based on a number of fundamental assumptions. A common
assumption made is that travellers seek to minimise their travel time.
Traffic models also use parameters that, for example, describe what
the experienced value of time is for different groups of travellers. By
adjusting the parameters until the resulting travel patterns are in-line
with data from a travel survey and traffic counts, we can make sure
that the model produces reasonable results. This process is called
calibration. By changing the traffic model’s input and parameters, it
is also possible to compare different scenarios and analyse the effect
of changes to the traffic system or in travel behaviour.

A common modelling paradigm used is the four-step model. As
the name suggests, it divides the process of modelling travel patterns
into four modelling steps: trip generation, traffic demand estimation,
mode choice and route choice (see Figure 2.2). In the first step, we
model the places generating travel demand using census data about
homes, workplaces and other places known to generate traffic. In the
trip distribution step we estimate the travel demand: the number of
trips induces between the places that generate traffic. Typically, a
Gravity model (Erlander and Stewart, 1990) is used for this step. It
distributes the travel demand under the assumption that the number
of trips in an OD-pair decays with increasing travel time (or gener-
alised cost).

The estimated travel demand is then split among the available
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Trip 
distribution

Mode 
choice

Network 
assignment

Trip 
generation

Figure 2.2: The four-step model used in traffic modelling.

travel modes. The travel mode choice is often modelled using a Logit
model (Wen and Koppelman, 2001) based on the assumption that
most travellers will choose the travel mode that has the highest utility
for them by considering factors such as cost and travel time. Finally,
in the route choice step, we may use a model that obtains a user
equilibrium (Patriksson, 2015). In a user equilibrium, we assign the
flow in each OD-pair to the traffic network based on the assumption
that each traveller seeks to minimise their travel time. For road traffic,
we can model the effects of congestion using fundamental traffic flow
theory (Treiber and Kesting, 2013). This allows to estimate the link
flows in the network.

The flow assigned to the road links affects travel time in case of
congestion. To account for this, we may use an iterative process by
using the updated travel times from step four to re-iterate over steps
two to four of the four-step model until reaching a stable state. While
the methods used in a four-step model are based on assumptions on
individual travel behaviour, the travel patterns are only modelled
on an aggregated level in terms of flows and not for each traveller
individually.

The traditional four-step model is the most common paradigm
used in traffic models and modelling software used by agencies and
municipalities in practice. However, there are newer paradigms that
are considered state of the art by many researchers. In particu-
lar, agent-based travel models are seen as an alternative paradigm
(Balmer et al., 2009). In these models, we start by modelling in-
dividuals and their activities and derive travel patterns from these
activities. A strength of these models is that they allow modelling in-
dividual and aggregated travel patterns. An agent-based travel model
may require even more behavioural data than traditional four-step
models to validate the complex individual travel patterns part of the
model (Bernhardt, 2007). The simulation of individual agents is also
significantly more computationally demanding than models using ag-
gregated flows as in the four-step modelling paradigm.
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Chapter 2. Travel Pattern Analysis

Travel models have shown to be very useful to describe the overall
travel patterns when only limited data from traffic counts and sur-
veys are available. Since the travel patterns are based on the model’s
assumptions instead of actual observations, the modelled travel pat-
terns do not always agree with the real travel patterns. There are
also variations in individual travel behaviour that are difficult to fully
capture in a model. Changes in travel behaviour make the model out-
dated. In developing countries, the lack of adequate data can make
it impossible to use traffic models to understand travel patterns.
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Chapter 3

Large-Scale Passive Data

With the rise of new technology, new large-scale passive data sources
sources have emerged that could fill the gaps left by travel surveys
and traffic counts. The term large-scale here means that the data
contains observations of significant parts of the traffic system and
not only a small sample, as is the case with travel surveys or traffic
counts. Passive data means that the data is collected passively, that
is, without any additional manual intervention.

This chapter introduces data sources that are both large-scale and
passive. These data sources are typically relatively easy to collect as
they use existing systems and do not require manual intervention.
The large-scale nature allows obtaining large samples of observations.
Several large-scale passive data sources are available today. The two
data sources covered in this thesis, cellular network data and smart
card data, are presented in detail in this chapter with their charac-
teristics, advantages and limitations.

3.1 Cellular Network Data
Cellular network data refers to data that cellular network operators
collect for different reasons. Following the taxonomy of different types
of cellular network data in Gundlegård (2018), this can include billing
data, lcoation updates, handovers, measurement reports and dedi-
cated location data. For the first three types, the user’s location is
approximated indirectly from the knowledge of which cell the user
has been connected to at a particular time. In the case of measure-
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Chapter 3. Large‐Scale Passive Data

ment reports and dedicated location data, a more precise location can
be obtained using signal strength and round-trip-time measurements.
Data collection efforts and privacy implications are much higher for
these types of data. Therefore, measurement reports and dedicated
location data are commonly not available to extract travel patterns
and are therefore not covered in this thesis.

In the remainder of this thesis, the term cellular network data is
used for those datasets that contain billing data, lcoation updates and
handovers collected from the cellular network. Billing data is collected
when users actively use their phone, e.g., making a phone call or send-
ing a text message. Datasets only based on billing data are also called
Call Detail Records (CDR). If the dataset includes additional events,
the term x-Detail Records (xDR) is used in the literature. There
are two categories of these additional events: handovers and lcoation
updates. Handovers are caused by a switch between cells during an
active data connection or phone call (Saifullah et al., 2012). Lcoation
updates are recorded, for example, when moving between two location
areas. Location areas typically consist of multiple cells and require
larger movements to be triggered than handovers. Another type of
lcoation updates are periodic updates, which are recorded with a fixed
time interval (Calabrese et al., 2014).

The records of cellular network data consist of a user ID, times-
tamp and the cell ID of the cell to which the user is connected, as
in the example in Table 3.1. The frequency of updates and the time
resolution depends largely on the type of events. Depending on the
antenna density in the area, the estimated position can have spatial
uncertainty up to several kilometres (Bhaskaran et al., 2003). A sim-
ple but not very accurate approximation of the user’s location is the
position of the cell tower—the tower on which the antenna of the cell
is mounted. A better estimate is to use the coverage area of the cell.
We can estimate the coverage using a radio propagation model based
on factors such as the antenna’s power and the base station’s height.
However, if such a model is not available, many studies approximate
the cell’s coverage area using its Voronoi cell (Baert and Seme, 2004).
A Voronoi cell for a given cell tower describes the area that includes
all positions where this cell tower is the closest (Aggarwal et al., 1989).
The Voronoi cells cell can thus be computed only based on the cell
tower’s locations.

For the analysis of travel patterns, cellular network data can pro-
vide large-scale observations of travel patterns with some major ad-
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Table 3.1: An example of an artificial cellular network dataset.

User ID Timestamp Cell ID

1 2020-10-01 06:50:00 1
1 2020-10-01 08:10:00 3
2 2020-10-01 08:20:00 2
… … …

vantages over other data sources. The subscribers of a cellular net-
work operator are typically a significant share of the total population.
As mobile devices are ubiquitous today, we can observe movements
with all travel modes and follow trips from the origin to the final des-
tination. By using the existing cellular network infrastructure, the
effort to collect the data is relatively low. This makes it possible to
collect updated data regularly and possibly even in real-time. Fur-
ther, there is no need to install additional applications on each mobile
device.

On the other hand, there are several challenges when using cel-
lular network data. The connection to a specific cell gives only an
approximation of the actual position. The accuracy of the estimated
position is varying depending on the region. This also means that
shorter movements cannot be detected reliably in regions with low
cell density. The resolution in time varies for some types of events.
In the case of CDR data, the time resolution depends on the user’s
phone call frequency. Periodic updates, on the other hand, occur
with a fixed time interval. Switches between cells can be caused not
only by physical movements but also, for example, when the network
tries to balance the load between different cells or other effects that
influence radio propagation, such as weather conditions. Addition-
ally, phones use different network types such as the Global System
for Mobile communications (GSM), Universal Mobile Telecommuni-
cations System (UMTS) and Long-Term Evolution (LTE), which can
cause additional switches. For analysing travel patterns, these types
of switches are noise that needs to be filtered.

When using cellular network data, we need to process the data in
a way that protects the privacy of individuals. For this reason, also,
cellular network data cannot be linked to socio-economic or other
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Chapter 3. Large‐Scale Passive Data

metadata about the individual users. Therefore, we cannot control
potential bias in the sample of individuals in the same way as in travel
surveys.

Cellular network data is particularly useful to get an overview
of the overall travel patterns in a region as it contains large-scale
observations of travel patterns with all travel modes. We may also
follow changes in travel patterns over time relatively easy. However,
cellular network data only contains the events to observe movements.
There is no other metadata directly available on the traveller or the
trips. Therefore, data processing is needed to break down the total
travel patterns by travel mode, trip purpose (see Chapter 4.3).

3.2 Smart Card Data
Smart cards have been introduced in public transportation systems
to increase passengers’ convenience and save costs for operators com-
pared to tickets on paper. Besides facilitating ticket purchases, data
from smart card systems has also shown to be useful to better un-
derstand travel patterns of public transportation passengers (Anda
et al., 2017a). Recently, other automatic fare collection methods
such as contactless bankcards or smartphone-based ticketing have
been introduced (Brakewood and Kocur, 2011). In this thesis, the
term smart card data is used, but similar data might be obtained
from these alternative systems.

Table 3.2 shows an example of artificial smart card data. In most
systems, the data entries contain at least a card ID (which may be
rehashed periodically), timestamp and the stop at which the smart
card was used. Some systems require passengers to only tap in at
the beginning of a trip, while others require passengers to also tap
out at the end of a trip. For systems that require to tap in and
tap out also the type of the event is recorded. For systems with
only tap-ins, the destination of trips is not known and needs to be
inferred using behavioural assumptions as discussed in Chapter 4.4.
Additional metadata might be available depending on the system,
such as the route (line number) used, a vehicle ID or the fare type.

Similar to cellular network data, smart card data is using an ex-
isting system and does not require additional infrastructure for the
data collection. The data is also easy to update and can potentially
be made available in real-time. It can cover a large share of users
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Table 3.2: An example of an artificial smart card dataset.

Card ID Timestamp Stop Event type

1 2020-10-01 06:50:00 Central station Tap-in
1 2020-10-01 08:10:00 City hall Tap-in
1 2020-10-01 08:20:00 Kings Street Tap-out
2 2020-10-01 07:20:00 City hall Tap-in
… … … …

if the smart card system is the main fare system. An advantage of
smart card data is that the exact stop and route is recorded directly.
Further, we can use the fare type used to understand travel patterns
for different groups of passengers.

An obvious limitation of smart card data is that it only covers
public transportation. That also means that we have no information
on each trip’s actual origin and destination, except the first and last
stop. In tap-in-only systems, even the last stop used is not known
and needs to be inferred. Often smart cards are only one of several
parallel fare collection systems. In that case, smart card data might
not be perfectly representative of all public transportation users. In
general, smart card systems vary a lot between different operators and
therefore, we need to adjust the method of extracting travel patterns
for the specific system.

Smart card data can be used to improve public transportation sys-
tems on strategic, tactical and operational level (Pelletier et al., 2011).
Studies on strategic planning, for example, discuss the use of smart
card data for planning infrastructure investments, decisions on vehi-
cle investments, forecasting long-term demand, and modelling long-
term changes (Briand et al., 2017). Smart card data can also inform
tactical decisions, including timetable adjustments, network planning
or planning temporary replacement services in case of construction
works (Mojica, 2008). On the operational level, we can use it to de-
tect and react to short-term disruptions (accidents, strikes, weather,
infrastructure breakdowns), handle large events, provide better traf-
fic information, and monitor performance monitoring (Morency et al.,
2007).
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3.3 Other Data Sources
Besides cellular network data and smart card data, also GPS traces
can be used to analyze travel patterns. GPS tracks can be collected
in different ways, for example:

• using a smartphone application or smartwatch continuously in
the background,

• when using a smartphone application (for example a navigation
app) or

• using devices in vehicles (floating car data).

Advantages of GPS tracks are the high accuracy and possible tem-
poral resolution (Barbosa et al., 2018). The main limitation of the
data is its limited availability. Large-scale GPS data owned by com-
panies running the applications is usually not available for researchers
and traffic planners. Depending on the specific user group and pur-
pose of the applications collecting GPS data, the data can be heavily
biased. It might not represent large parts of the population as, for
example, cellular network data does. Thanks to the high resolution,
GPS tracks are suitable to estimate travel times and detect traffic
states (Hofleitner et al., 2012). Due to the possible bias and incom-
pleteness, it may not be possible to estimate the total travel demand
from GPS data. A navigation app, for example, is likely to be used
by car drivers for longer routes that are unknown to the driver. It
is less likely to be used for everyday commuting trips and may thus
underestimate those. Another use case is to conduct travel surveys
using an app that collects GPS data (Prelipcean et al., 2015). This,
however, requires more user action than other ways of collecting GPS
data and might, therefore, no longer classify as passive data.

Several other passive data sources might not provide comprehen-
sive travel patterns as the data sources discussed above but can still
be used for specific use cases or complement other data sources. One
example is Bluetooth data. We can use Bluetooth sensors along a
road to estimate the travel time of vehicles (Haghani et al., 2010;
Jaume et al., 2012). For the same purpose, we could also use Auto-
matic number-plate recognition (ANPR) (Kazagli and Koutsopoulos,
2013; Cao et al., 2020). Wi-Fi access points can be used to under-
stand pedestrian movements and the number of people at given places
(Toch et al., 2018).
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Some studies also suggest using social media data, such as geo-
tagged photos or check-in data at places, as a complement to under-
stand travel patterns (Hasan et al., 2013; Cho et al., 2011). While
this type of data can provide some insights, for example, which places
tourists visit at different times, it is rarely representative for the pop-
ulation and heavily biased due to the user group using the service and
the types of captured travel patterns.
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Chapter 4

Methods for Processing
Large-Scale Passive Data

Large-scale data sources may provide large amounts of observations.
However, these observations are not directly containing the compre-
hensive descriptions of travel patterns needed for traffic planning. The
data often contains noise and lacks the necessary metadata needed to
perform a travel pattern analysis. Therefore, using large-scale pas-
sive data sources to analyse travel patterns requires extensive data
processing to extract the travel patterns from the raw data.

This chapter introduces the typical steps to analyse travel pat-
terns from large-scale passive data and common data processing meth-
ods for extracting travel patterns from large-scale passive data. An
overview of how these data processing methods have been used in pre-
vious literature for typical problems when using cellular network data
and smart card data for travel pattern analysis is given. Several ap-
proaches are discussed to evaluate the data processing methods with
respect to the quality of the extracted travel patterns. Finally, dif-
ferent ways of using the resulting travel patterns for traffic planning
applications are discussed.

4.1 Steps for Processing Large‐Scale Data
Independent of the data source and application, we need to consider
some general steps when analysing travel patterns from large-scale
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passive data (see Figure 4.1). A typical analysis starts with the data
collection. Then, we use data processing to extract the travel patterns
required for the application. This step often starts by cleaning the
data followed by several processing steps. Next, we evaluate the re-
sulting travel patterns to understand if the method for extracting the
travel patterns works as required. Finally, we may use the extracted
travel patterns for real traffic planning applications.

Extraction of 
Travel Patterns

Evaluation UsageData 
collection

Figure 4.1: Typical steps to analyse travel patterns from large-
scale passive data.

It is important to know how the data is collected to select ap-
propriate data processing methods and interpret the analysis results
correctly. We should be aware of possible bias caused by the way
the data is collected. Cellular network data collected by an opera-
tor with a very special customer group that is not representative of
the population could, for example, lead to an overrepresentation of
particular travel patterns. Before choosing the processing method, it
is crucial to understand the data’s characteristics. This includes the
general characteristics of the data source as described in Chapter 3,
but also the characteristics of the specific dataset, for example, its res-
olution in space and time. It is often required to at least reconfigure
the method’s parameters to apply the same method to a new dataset
that has been collected slightly differently. It is also common that the
data is manipulated to ensure the privacy of individuals. Examples
are the periodic re-hashing of user identifiers and the obfuscation in
time and space (see Chapter 4.6). The data processing method needs
to take into account how the data has been manipulated.

After collecting the raw data, we need to process it to extract
travel patterns. A large-scale dataset often contains incorrect data
points or data that is not relevant for the particular analysis. There-
fore, data processing usually needs to starts with some kind of data
cleaning. The data cleaning aims to identify possible problems in
the data. First, we should analyse how much of the data is affected
by the problem. The data cleaning should then try to remove such
data that is obviously incorrect. We may also filter out data that is
irrelevant to the application. If the use case is limited to a particular
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region or time period, we may filter the raw data for observations in
that region and time period only.

After data cleaning, the data processing continues to extract the
travel patterns relevant to the application. The method for extract-
ing the travel patterns needs to consider both the data characteristics
and the requirements of the analysis. The extraction of the travel pat-
terns may be divided into several steps, for example, a trip extraction
step followed by a travel mode classification step. Relevant processing
steps and related methods for cellular network data and smart card
data are given in Chapters 4.3 and 4.4. The data processing needs
to be designed and implemented in a computationally efficient way
to process large-scale data within a reasonable time. When designing
a method, we can use computational complexity to compare differ-
ent algorithms (Hartmanis and Stearns, 1965). Two common tools
to process large-scale data efficiently are the concept of MapReduce
and the use of database management systems (Pavlo et al., 2009).
MapReduce divides the data into chunks that are processed in par-
allel and then joined together and reduced into the desired result.
Database management systems reduce computation time to query for
specific data using indices and efficient data storage.

After implementing the data processing method, we need to eval-
uate it. The evaluation aims to ensure that the method is working
correctly and to understand the extracted travel patterns’ quality.
Different evaluation methods are to collect data in a controlled ex-
periment, compare with other data sources on an aggregated level,
and compare the result of applying different data processing meth-
ods. These methods of evaluation are discussed in Chapter 4.5.

After the data processing and evaluation, we can use the travel
patterns for a particular traffic planning use case. The travel patterns
can be analysed directly, for example, using statistical methods and
visualization. We may also combine them with other data sources or
traffic models. Different ways of using the extracted travel patterns
are presented in Chapter 4.7.

4.2 Data Processing Methods
Several data processing steps are often needed to process the raw
data to gain the information relevant for a particular application.
Common types of data processing steps are extraction, aggregation
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and estimation, inference and classification. An extraction step has
the purpose of filtering the data for relevant parts; an example is
the extraction of trips from cellular network data. Aggregation and
estimation steps are about estimating quantities based on the data—
for example, the estimation of travel demand. Inference steps aim to
make conclusions based on the data, for example, re-identifying the
most likely route on the road network used for a trip. Classification
is a variant of inference that aims to place observations into different
given categories, such as classifying the travel mode used.

We implement each data processing step using a data process-
ing method. We can group data processing methods into rule-based
algorithms on the one hand and machine learning methods on the
other hand (see Figure 4.2). Rule-based methods are using heuris-
tic algorithms or explicit queries that filter data for certain criteria.
Rule-based methods are usually based on behavioural assumptions
(for example, that most people choose the fasted route alternative)
and assumptions about the data collection (for example, that the
probability of connecting to a cell in the cellular network decays with
the distance from that cell). Rule-based methods can involve many
parameters and thresholds, which we can set empirically or using sys-
tematic calibration. It is also common in rule-based methods to use
other data, such as geospatial data about the transportation network.

Rule-based Machine 
learning

supervisedunsupervised

Processing 
Methods

Figure 4.2: Taxonomy of data processing methods.

Machine learning methods use a different approach. Instead of
formulating explicit rules and thresholds, machine learning methods
automatically identify patterns. Compared to rule-based methods,
machine learning methods typically use fewer explicit assumptions
and parameters. Machine learning methods also tend to perform bet-
ter with an increasing amount of data available for learning, which is
not the case for rule-based methods. Common categories of machine
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learning are supervised learning and unsupervised learning (Toch
et al., 2018). In supervised learning, we use a training dataset with
the correct result known for the learning process. After training, we
can apply the method to predict the result for a new unseen dataset.
Unsupervised learning methods try to find structures in a dataset
without any training data.

Classification problems can be solved using supervised learning.
We train a classification method using training data for which the
correct class label is known. Other supervised methods include re-
gression models, which we can use to infer quantitive outputs rather
than categories (Liero and Zwanzig, 2016). A disadvantage of super-
vised methods is that enough training data with known output needs
to be available, which often is expensive to collect.

Clustering is an unsupervised learning problem (James et al.,
2013). Instead of a given set of categories as it is the case in a classi-
fication problem, clustering only uses unlabeled data to define groups
(clusters of observations) in the data such that the observations in
each cluster are similar. Dimensionality reduction is another way
of unsupervised learning. It allows reducing the number of proper-
ties (features) to describe an observation. A popular method of di-
mensionality reduction is Principal component analysis (PCA) (Wall
et al., 2003). Some learning methods can be used for both supervised
learning and unsupervised learning. Examples are Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) and neural networks (Rabiner and Juang, 1986; An-
derson, 1995).

Whether the use of a rule-based or machine learning is most appro-
priate depends on the problem. An advantage of rule-based methods
is that they can usually be understood more intuitively than ma-
chine learning methods and allow in particular to investigate exactly
how observations are processed. A difficulty of rule-based methods is
making correct assumptions and finding good parameter values. Es-
pecially in the absence of ground-truth data or when there are many
parameters, systematic calibration might not be feasible. When the
patterns to detect are complex and challenging to describe with man-
ual rules and parameters, machine learning may be more appropriate.
A disadvantage of using machine learning methods is that it is more
difficult to understand why particular observations have led to a par-
ticular result.
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4.3 Cellular Network Data Processing
As cellular networks have not been designed as a positioning system,
the data is often noisy, of low resolution in time and space and lacks
additional metadata. Therefore, data processing is necessary to ex-
tract travel patterns from cellular network data. Common problems
discussed in the literature are the extraction of trips, estimation of
travel demand, mode classification, route inference and trip purpose
and activity inference (Anda et al., 2017b; Wang et al., 2018). Meth-
ods to solve each of these problems are discussed in this chapter.

As many applications require several of these processing steps, we
may organise them in a pipeline of different data processing steps
executed sequentially or parallelly. Suppose the application is to es-
timate link flows on the transportation network. As cellular network
data can contain updates even when a user is not moving, the pro-
cessing needs to start with a trip extraction step. It is then necessary
to estimate the total travel demand and separate the extracted trips
by mode to associate them with the proper infrastructure. A final
data processing step could then infer the routes in the transportation
network used to load the flows on the transportation network and
calculate aggregated link flows. We can execute these steps in a data
processing pipeline as shown in Figure 4.3.

Demand
estimation

Mode 
classification

Traffic flow 
estimation Route/link 

flows

Trip 
extractionLocation

updates

Figure 4.3: Example of a data processing pipeline to extract
link flows from cellular network data.

4.3.1 Data Cleaning and Trip Extraction

As the first step of data processing, several studies use a data cleaning
step to remove noise from the raw data (Wang et al., 2018; Alexander
et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2019). A common type of noise in cellular
network data is the oscillation between cells (“ping-pong events”).
Heuristic rules can be used to detect and remove these patterns (Wu
et al., 2014). We can use similar rules to remove other outliers and
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errors in the data, such as, for example, unreasonable large or fast
hops between cells.

To analyse travel patterns, usually, only periods of movement are
of interest. To identify these periods from cellular network data, a
trip extraction step is used in most studies (Wang et al., 2018). We
can describe each trip by its start and end time, the origin cell and
destination cell and its cellpath. The cellpath is the list of updates
recorded during the trip (containing the cell ID and timestamp of
each update). The trip extraction method has to consider that cell
switches can be made without physical movement, noise and errors in
the data, and the limited time and spatial resolution of the cellular
network data.

Several methods to extract trips have been proposed in the litera-
ture. We can group them into three main categories: frequency-based
trip extraction, stop based trip extraction and movement-based trip
extraction. Frequency-based trip extraction is first extracting the
most frequently visited locations of a user, which for example, corre-
spond to home and work (Alexander et al., 2015; Gundlegård et al.,
2016; Isaacman et al., 2011). These locations can be found by query-
ing for the cells that a user most frequently connected to or using a
clustering method. A trip is detected when an update occurs at a dif-
ferent location beyond some distance threshold from the last visited
frequent location. This threshold is necessary since otherwise, noise
not related to real movements would be extracted. This method is
handy for sparse CDR data and for extracting commuting trips. It al-
lows inferring the possible origin and destination of a trip even when
the data is incomplete using behavioural assumptions such as that
users always start and end their day at the home location.

If the data contains more frequent updates than CDR data, stop
or movement-based trip extraction can be used. Movement-based trip
extraction aims to directly identify periods of continuous movement,
for example, using speed and direction (Breyer et al., 2017). Stop
based trip extraction instead focuses on detecting stops (stay loca-
tions) in the data and then defines periods between stops as a trip.
Stop based methods can be implemented using rule-based algorithms,
for example, using a threshold for distance and duration that a stop
needs to fulfil. Other authors propose to use spatio-temporal cluster-
ing to identify stop locations (Gonzalez et al., 2008; Toole et al., 2015).
Stop based trip extraction is the most common method used for trip
extraction in the literature (Calabrese et al., 2011, 2010; Ming-Heng
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et al., 2013; Bachir et al., 2019; Breyer et al., 2017).

4.3.2 Travel Demand Estimation

The goal of travel demand estimation is to estimate the number
of travellers between different areas, typically described in an OD-
matrix. At first sight, the estimation of travel demand could be done
by simply aggregating previously extracted trips. However, there are
mainly two reasons that require additional processing: The first is
that trips extracted from cellular network data of one operator do
not cover the whole population. For this reason, scaling is required.
The second reason is that the extracted trips are usually described
by their origin and destination in terms of a cell in the cellular net-
work. However, for practical traffic planning applications, the travel
demand should be converted to appropriate TAZs instead.

The simplest scaling method is to multiply all trips with a constant
factor based on the number of customers of the operator in relation
to the population. However, this will not compensate for any bias in
the extracted trips. Different types of inherent bias may occur when
extracting trips from cellular network data (Chen et al., 2016). For
example, there may be operator bias (different operators have differ-
ent customer groups), regional bias (different operators might be more
or less represented in different regions and mobile usage bias (users
that use their device more frequently can generate more events). The
characteristics of the data may cause further bias. An example is trip
length bias caused by the fact that longer trips are detected more
reliably than shorter trips.

In travel surveys, we can control some bias by making sure that the
participants’ composition is representative of the population with re-
spect to socioeconomic attributes. For cellular network data, we can-
not use this approach as we have no socioeconomic attributes linked
to individuals. However, several scholars suggest scaling methods us-
ing more than just one scaling factor for all observations (Calabrese
et al., 2013). One method is, for example, to use separate scaling
factors for different geographical zones. Alexander et al. (2015) scale
trips from cellular network data using the number of mobile users
with an estimated home location in a zone relative to the population
in the zone according to the census.

The conversion to TAZs is needed to use the estimated travel
demand for traffic planning applications. It is also needed to be able
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to compare or combine an estimated OD-matrix from cellular network
data with another OD-matrix which, for example, has been estimated
from a model using travel survey data. Here, a simple method is to
assign each trip to the origin-destination pair corresponding to the
zones containing the trip’s origin and destination cell tower. However,
given that cells can have large coverage areas, the cell tower’s position
may not be a sufficient proxy, especially if the TAZs are not much
larger than the cells. In that case, a cell might overlap with several
TAZs, and it might thus be difficult to assign each trip to exactly one
OD-pair of TAZs. An approach to solve this is splitting the trip and
assigning “fractions” of the trip to all relevant OD-pairs. In general,
it is easier to estimate travel demand for large TAZs than very small
TAZs from cellular network data as found by Batran et al. (2018).

4.3.3 Travel Mode Classification

Many traffic planning applications also require understanding how
the travel patterns are split among different travel modes. This is
naturally the case for all analysis related to mode choice and modal
split estimation. However, it is also relevant when estimating link
flows in the transportation network based on the estimated travel
demand since the flows need to be assigned to the infrastructure that
belongs to the chosen travel mode. The mode classification problem
is to label trips extracted from cellular network data by travel mode.
The travel modes used for classification vary among different studies.
Many authors focus on modes that use different infrastructure (rail,
road, air) since these are easier to detect from sparse cellular network
data. Only a few studies try to detect more fine-grained modes such
as bus, car, tram (Huang et al., 2019).

The processing methods discussed in the literature to classify
travel mode use different approaches, including both rule-based and
machine learning methods (see Chapter 4.2). A rule-based method
used by Kalatian and Shafahi (2016) is to use the characteristics of a
trip, such as the travel speed, to classify travel mode. While this is an
intuitive method, it may not be possible to estimate the actual speed
accurately if the used cellular network data does not contain frequent
updates. Also, the speed of several modes may often be too similar to
classify the travel mode certainly. Another rule-based approach is to
consider other geometric data such as the transportation network or
available route alternatives (Qu et al., 2015; Phithakkitnukoon et al.,
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2017). Here, we predict the travel mode with the most similar geom-
etry by comparing the trip’s cellpath to the infrastructure or route
alternatives. This method requires that the used route is found as an
alternative and can fail if the route alternatives for several modes are
very close.

Machine learning methods for mode classification include both
supervised and semi-supervised methods. Supervised methods require
labelled training data, that is, trips that have been manually labelled
by the correct travel mode (Xu et al., 2011). Supervised methods
can perform better than rule-based methods by using patterns such
as specific cell sequences that are common when travelling with a
given mode. Enough labelled training trips are needed to allow the
method to learn all relevant patterns and not overfit. This training
data also needs to be available for each OD-pair to learn patterns
specific to different OD-pairs. As obtaining manually labelled data
is expensive, this is usually not feasible. Semi-supervised approaches
(van Engelen and Hoos, 2019) are an alternative where only small
amounts of labelled data are required since also patterns in unlabeled
data are used. Bachir et al. (2018) for example, use a cluster-then-
label method to classify trips by travel mode.

4.3.4 Route inference and Traffic Flow Estimation

An important application in traffic planning is the estimation of traf-
fic flows in the transportation network, which allows us to understand
how the network is used and where capacity is exceeded. Route in-
ference aims to find the most likely route taken in the transportation
network for a given trip. The traffic flow estimation is about estimat-
ing aggregated route and link flows in the transportation network.
Several studies have proposed methods to infer the used routes for
trips detected from cellular network data and the estimation of traf-
fic flows.

A straightforward route inference method is to calculate the short-
est or fastest path in the road or public transportation network, as
discussed by Gundlegård et al. (2016); Kanasugi et al. (2013). How-
ever, this method is based on the strong assumption that all trav-
ellers always choose the shortest path, which is not always true. To
handle situations where there are multiple reasonable route alterna-
tives to choose from, some authors propose to see the route inference
problem as a classification problem instead with the aim to select
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the most likely route used among a number of available alternatives
(Becker et al., 2011a). Other methods try to use the available in-
formation about a trip, such as its cellpath, to reconstruct the most
likely route used using map-matching techniques (Fillekes, 2014; Dash
et al., 2015; Algizawy et al., 2017; Song et al., 2017). Here, either
rule-based strategies such as the shortest path calculation using mod-
ified link costs as proposed by Leontiadis et al. (2014) or machine
learning methods such as HMM models are proposed (Jagadeesh and
Srikanthan, 2017). Instead of inferring a route for every trip, some
authors use a route choice model (Schlaich, 2010) or traffic assign-
ment method (Tettamanti et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2018) to obtain
aggregated flows. The observed trips from cellular network data are
then used as input or for calibration.

One method to estimate traffic flows proposed by Gundlegård
et al. (2016) is to infer routes in the transportation network for all
trips and count how often each link has been used. However, this
requires that route inference can be made reliably for all trips. This
might not be possible if the transportation network is very dense and
the cellular network data sparse, as in the case of CDRs. Further, es-
timating absolute traffic flows of vehicles on the road network requires
scaling the trips from cellular network data, typically corresponding
to persons, to the number of vehicles. An alternative method is to
use a model that considers the activity of mobile phones when es-
timating flows without inferring an exact route for individual trips,
as suggested by Tettamanti et al. (2012). The development of data-
driven traffic models, as described by Tsanakas et al. (2021), could
allow creating a model to estimate traffic flows that can use cellular
network data.

4.3.5 Trip Purpose and Activity Classification

Some traffic planning applications require knowledge about the pur-
pose of a trip and the types of activities between which the trip was
made. A commuting trip to work, for example, may have different
time constraints and value of time than a leisure trip. While cellular
network data does not allow to get detailed insights about activities
as in a travel survey, several attempts have been made to enrich trips
extracted from cellular network data with metadata about the trip
purpose. In the absence of definitive knowledge, we can use several
features to classify trips by purpose. These include patterns of time,
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duration, frequency and regularity of visiting a place (Dong et al.,
2015). Additionally, some authors also consider data on land-use
(Dong et al., 2015) and transition probabilities between activities to
aid the classification of activities (Yang et al., 2016).

The methods discussed in previous literature contain rule-based
and machine-learning methods even for the data processing for trip
purpose and activity classification. Frequency-based trip extraction
methods, as discussed in Chapter 4.3.1, use frequently visited places
such as home and work. This gives already a simplistic rule-based
classification of stop activities (Isaacman et al., 2011; Toole et al.,
2015). Rule-based methods usually rely on time and frequency rules
defined for different types of importation locations that correspond
to activities. A problem with these methods is that the time and
frequency rules may not hold for all groups of people (consider, for
example, night-shift workers or non-commuters). Defining rules for
many different activities manually does not scale well and involves
many assumptions that are difficult to verify.

Machine learning methods include clustering techniques and prob-
abilistic models (Anda et al., 2017b). Dong et al. (2015), for exam-
ple, use a clustering-based method. Among probabilistic models, for
example, the use of a relational Markov network is proposed by Wid-
halm et al. (2015). Yin et al. (2017) are instead using a generative
model that tries to learn activity chains. An advantage of a genera-
tive model is that we may use it to generate simulated activity chains,
which is useful for agent-based traffic models (Balmer et al., 2009).

4.4 Smart Card Data Processing
Smart card data in public transportation systems is only collected
when a user is travelling. Therefore, it is unnecessary to identify when
a traveller is making a trip in the same way as for cellular network
data. However, in some systems, destination inference may be needed
as a first data processing step to extract complete trips. Other com-
mon data processing steps resemble those for cellular network data
and include route inference, travel demand estimation, load estima-
tion, trip purpose and activity classification. Some studies also try to
segment public transport users into different groups of travellers.

Destination inference is relevant for systems that only provide tap-
in data for each trip and do not require the user to tap out at the
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end of the trip (see Chapter 3.2). It is widespread to use rule-based
heuristics for destination inference. A common heuristic is to use the
origin of the next trip as the destination of the previous trip (He and
Trépanier, 2015; Trépanier et al., 2007). It is also possible to use
machine learning methods for destination inference. Jung and Sohn
(2017) for example, suggest a method based on deep learning. We
can also use a route inference method to reconstruct the route and
itinerary of the trip if the system does not provide this information
directly (Zhao et al., 2017; Chu and Chapleau, 2008).

Similar to cellular network data, smart card data may be used to
estimate travel demand based on the (reconstructed) trips (Munizaga
and Palma, 2012; Alsger et al., 2015). In contrast to cellular network
data, smart card data can by design only provide an OD-matrix of
trips made using public transportation. The OD-matrix will also be
between stops in the public transportation system rather than the
actual origin and destination, including possible access modes. It is
possible to aggregate the OD-matrix to TAZs if needed.

We may also classify trip purposes and activities from smart card
data. The proposed data processing methods for this problem are
similar to those for cellular network data. We can infer home and work
locations using rule-based approaches, as proposed by Sari Aslam
et al. (2019). To infer more detailed trip purposes, Alsger et al.
(2018) propose a model that involves travel survey data and land use
data in addition to smart card data. Han and Sohn (2016) propose
an HMM based method.

Another problem discussed in the literature is the load estimation
using smart card data. This problem corresponds to the estimation of
traffic flows (route or link flows) for road traffic using private vehicles.
The goal of load estimation is to estimate the number of travellers on
a given line or even individual vehicles on the line (Chu and Chapleau,
2008).

Apart from classifying activities connect to trips, it may also be
useful to segment users of a public transportation system into different
groups. This allows analysing travel patterns per passenger group.
One segmentation method is to identify predefined groups of interest,
such as, for example, commuters (Ma et al., 2017) using patterns
such as temporal and spatial regularity. To perform an explorative
analysis, if the groups are not known, clustering methods can segment
passengers into groups with similar travel behaviour. Several studies
have used k-means clustering or hierarchical clustering methods to
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group passengers by their temporal patterns (Viallard et al., 2019;
Deschaintres et al., 2019; Egu and Bonnel, 2020). Some authors also
include spatial patterns such as the regular use of the same route to
group passengers (Manley et al., 2018; Morency et al., 2007).

4.5 Evaluation of Data Processing Methods
Before using a method for processing large-scale passive data to ex-
tract travel patterns for real applications, we need to evaluate the
method. The evaluation of the method has two purposes. First,
to validate the method and understand the extracted travel patterns’
quality. Second, to understand if shortcomings in the extracted travel
patterns are likely an inherent limitation of the data or a particular
method’s limitation. The following questions are of interest to evalu-
ate a method:

1 Are the extracted travel patterns correct for individual trav-
ellers?

2 Are the extracted travel patterns in line with the expected travel
patterns in the population?

3 How sensitive are the extracted travel patterns to changes in
the method or its parameters?

The first question asks for one type of validation: the validation
of the travel patterns extracted by the method on an individual level.
We can usually not address this question only using a large-scale
dataset. The reasons are that inspecting individual data is usually
not possible due to privacy implications and that the correct travel
patterns for each individual are unknown. Instead, we may best ad-
dress this question using experiments: the controlled data collection
such that the correct travel patterns are known. For that purpose,
data is collected in the same way as large-scale data by a smaller
number of individuals who have given their consent. The partici-
pants may either annotate their travel patterns manually or aided by
another independent technology. An example is to collect both cellu-
lar network data and GPS tracks on all participant’s devices (Fillekes,
2014). This parallel data collection establishes a ground truth that
we can use for validation.
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Typical metrics for validation are recall and precision. Recall gives
the share of observations in the ground-truth data that have also
been extracted by the method. In contrast, precision gives the share
of observations that have been extracted by the method and have
a matching observation in the ground-truth data. For classification
problems, a test error can be calculated, giving the share of correctly
classified observations. An example of this method of validation is
found in Chin et al. (2019) who have used manually tagged trips in
order to calculate recall and precision of a mode classification method.

The second question asks for another type of validation: the match
of the extracted travel patterns and the travel patterns in the pop-
ulation. Here the focus is on the travel patterns on an aggregated
level. We can address this question by comparing the resulting travel
patterns with other data sources. We use the method subject to vali-
dation to extract travel patterns from a large-scale dataset. Then, we
compare the results to another independent and trusted data source.
This data source may for example be a travel survey (Liu et al., 2014;
Batran et al., 2018; Bachir et al., 2019), the output of an existing
traffic model such as an OD-matrix or traffic flows (Yin et al., 2017),
traffic counts from road sections or public transportation (Wismans
et al., 2018) or census data (Vanhoof et al., 2018).

To compare to another data source, it is often necessary to convert
and/or aggregate the travel patterns to make them comparable. To
get an overview, we can compare summary statistics such as the total
number of trips or the modal split. Typical metrics to compare with
another data source include correlation metrics such as R2 or statis-
tical tests. Finding a good comparison metric can be challenging for
complex spatio-temporal travel patterns. Generic correlation metrics
may not always be the best way to measure similarity. Specialised
metrics may be more appropriate as discussed by Pollard et al. (2013)
for the comparison of OD-matrices and Balakrishna et al. (2015) for
the comparison of link flows.

The third question is asking about the output’s sensitivity to
changes in the method. Answering this question is not enough to
validate a method. However, it can help understand if potential
shortcomings in the extracted travel patterns are a limitation of the
particular method or the data itself. A comparison of methods can
provide answers to this question. First, we apply different methods
or the same method but with varying parameter values to the same
dataset. Then, we compare the resulting travel patterns to measure
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their similarity and possible systematic differences. In general, the
comparison of methods can be made on an aggregated level, for ex-
ample, by comparing the modal split (Wang et al., 2010). However,
it can also be made on an individual level as done by Vanhoof et al.
(2018) who compare the estimated home location for each user esti-
mated by different methods.

The comparison can be made in similar ways as the comparison
with other data, for example, by calculating the correlation between
different runs. Comparing different methods or parameter setups can-
not be used to conclude on the extracted travel patterns’ quality. In
some cases, however, plausibility indicators can measure if intuitively
expected assumptions are fulfilled in the resulting travel patterns. A
reasonable assumption is, for example, that when travellers travel
back and forth between two cities on the same day, usually, they use
the same travel mode for both directions. To evaluate a travel mode
classification method, we may thus calculate the share of users who
use the same mode for return journeys as a plausibility indicator.

The three evaluation methods fulfil different aims which comple-
ment each other (see Table 4.1). Experiments can show that a method
can extract travel patterns correctly. However, the significance of the
quantitative results largely depends on the size and representative-
ness of the collected data. Since the data collection in experiments
requires much effort, it is usually not feasible to collect data represen-
tative of the population. Experiments may thus only give indications
of the performance of the method on a large-scale dataset. The com-
parison to another dataset may be used to judge if the extracted
travel patterns’ quality fits the application. It can reveal whether
there are systemic errors or bias in the extracted travel patterns. A
common issue is that the available data is not quite comparable as it
is, for example, from a different year (Calabrese et al., 2014). Using
very aggregated data, such as an aggregated modal split from a travel
survey, does not allow us to understand the cause of potential errors.
The aggregation level also affects the comparison result (Batran et al.,
2018). Often the data source used for comparison makes no perfect
ground-truth either, which is, in particular, true for the output of
models. A major advantage of the comparison of methods is that no
other data is required. This evaluation method can give insights on
sensitivity and systematic differences when using different extraction
methods. However, the comparison of methods cannot replace exper-
iments and the comparison with other data which are needed in order
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to judge the quality of the resulting travel patterns.

Table 4.1: Comparison between evaluation methods for eval-
uating methods for extracting travel patterns from large-scale
passive data.

Experiments Comparison
with other data

Comparison of
methods

Aim Validate that the
method correctly
extracts individ-
ual travel patterns

Validate qual-
ity and find
systematic errors

Evaluate sensitiv-
ity to changes in
the method

Comparison
data

Actively collected
data with known
individual travel
patterns

Independent data
source or model
output

Results from
running different
methods on the
data

Typical
metrics

Recall/Precision,
Test error,
Time/spatial er-
ror

Correlation,
Statistical tests,
Summary statis-
tics

Correlation,
Statistical tests,
Summary statis-
tics,
Plausibility indi-
cators

How different evaluation methods complement each other can be
illustrated, for example, in the case of a trip extraction method for
cellular network data. One way of evaluation is to compare trip-by-
trip using experimentally collected data. As ground truth, we may
use another data collection method such as a GPS based travel diary
(Fillekes, 2014). This allows us to understand if the method works
correctly but cannot fully answer if it works in a large-scale setting.
For this, we may complement the evaluation by a comparison with
other data such as aggregated statistics on the distribution of trip
lengths, the number of trips per day etc., since they can be obtained,
for example, from a travel survey (Liu et al., 2014). By testing var-
ious methods and parameters, we may get additional insights about
whether potential limitations in which trips are extracted are due to
flaws in the method or inherent limitations of the data.
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4.6 Data Privacy
When processing large-scale observations of human mobility, a major
concern is to maintain the data privacy of individuals. For traffic
planning applications, travel patterns in the whole population and
not for specific individual travellers are of interest. However, the
large-scale passive data sources presented in Chapter 3 contain ob-
servations related to individuals. Even though the observations are
usually pseudonymised, there is still a risk that individuals may be
re-identified in the raw data and possibly reveal their movements.
The data processing of large-scale passive data, as described in the
previous sections, therefore, needs to be done in a privacy-preserving
way.

De Montjoye et al. (2018) describe four approaches used in the
literature to protect privacy while still being able to use the data
to extract anonymised and aggregated data, such as travel patterns.
The first approach is Limited release. In this approach, the raw data
is transformed, for example, using periodic re-hashing of user-ids to
prevent tracking over time (Toch et al., 2018). Other methods include
sampling a subset of the observations or obfuscating timestamps and
locations by adding random noise. The transformed data is then
shared with trusted partners. An advantage of this approach is that
it does not require a complex setup at the data provider and allows re-
searchers to explore the data more directly than in other approaches.
This makes the approach particularly useful for initial exploratory
analysis. A downside is that the data is leaving the data provider.
Studies have shown that there may still be a relatively high risk of
re-identification of individuals if the data has not been manipulated
enough (Zang and Bolot, 2011). If the data is transformed too much,
on the other hand, its utility decreases.

A second approach described by de Montjoye et al. (2018) is Re-
mote access. Here, the raw data stays in control of the data provider
(the operator in case of cellular network data). Only high-level ag-
gregated data without connection to individuals is being exported
and shared for later analysis. The idea of this approach is sometimes
described as “bring the code to the data” (Kaisler et al., 2013), as
opposed to the usual “bring the data to the code”. The clear advan-
tage of using remote access is that the data never leaves the data
provider’s premises, ensuring privacy through security. It is possible
to use a setup where the code is executed fully automatically and only
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aggregated results are exported. This also facilitates processing data
in real-time. The challenge of this approach is that the data provider
needs to maintain a rather complex setup.

A third approach is using pre-computed indicators and synthetic
data (de Montjoye et al., 2018). The data provider does not share the
actual data but indicators based on the data in this approach. An
example could be aggregated data without connection to individuals,
such as the total number of switches between cell towers. It could also
be aggregated statistics about the data. These could allow generating
a synthetic dataset using simulation which resembles the original data.
While this approach ensures privacy well and may even permit to
release data openly, much information may be lost in the process,
which significantly limits the possible use cases.

The fourth approach described by de Montjoye et al. (2018) is
Question-and-answer. Here the data provider provides an Application
Programming Interface (API) that third parties can use to submit
queries. Even in this approach, the real data does not leave the
data provider, and only aggregated results that fulfil some anonymity
criteria are shared. This approach requires the most complex setup
on the data provider side, including the data processing abilities to
answer the queries. On the other hand, it allows to specify which
data can be exported and permits logging of all queries.

Pre-computed indicators and synthetic data, as well as Question-
and-answer approaches, are suitable for production solutions. They
are, however, not suitable for the research on methods for extracting
travel patterns from large-scale passive data since the data shared
in these approaches has already been processed. Therefore, Limited
release and Remote access are most appropriate for developing new
methods for the extraction of travel patterns. Later on, however,
these methods can enable the processing behind Pre-computed in-
dicators and synthetic data and Question-and-answer solutions that
may be used for practical applications and analysis.

4.7 Usage of the Extracted Travel Patterns
The focus of this thesis is on the methods to extract travel patterns
from large-scale passive data. However, in this chapter, an overview
shall be given about how the extracted travel patterns can be used in
traffic planning applications. The three main approaches presented
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here are the direct analysis of the data, the data fusion with other
data sources and the integration with traffic models.

Due to their large-scale nature, it is possible to directly analyse
travel patterns extracted from cellular network data and smart card
data without using additional traffic models. Quantities that can
be estimated include travel demand, mode choice, modal split and
traffic flow, among others (Caceres et al., 2008). Map visualisations,
for example, allow identifying where there is congestion and where
the development of the traffic infrastructure makes sense. A use case
of smart card data is also the supervision of the public transportation
system’s performance, including load monitoring, estimating transfer
times, and punctuality (Morency et al., 2007).

It is also possible to obtain general statistics on travel behaviour
based on the extracted travel patterns. Examples are the distribution
of trip lengths, average number of trips per individual or the number
and displacement of locations visited by individuals (Alessandretti
et al., 2020). Since the data is easier to update than a survey, we
can use it to quantify changes in travel patterns after a change in
the traffic system, such as opening new infrastructure or a change
of the fare system for public transportation. If the data does not
cover the whole population, scaling is needed to draw conclusions
about the population’s aggregated travel patterns. The estimation
of total travel demand from cellular network data of one operator,
for example, requires scaling the detected trips in order to match the
total population. For this, another data source is needed, for example,
census data.

Several tools may be helpful to enable traffic planners to draw
conclusions from the extracted travel patterns. Since the extracted
travel patterns usually are complex, further aggregation may be useful
to get the bigger picture. Depending on the purpose of the analysis,
we may perform this aggregation in time or space. Sometimes it
may also be useful to aggregate by different groups of travellers to
identify the difference between groups. The aggregation can be done
manually, for example, by grouping all trips by weekdays. It is also
possible to use clustering (see Chapter 4.2) to automatically identify
groups for aggregation. An example is identifying different groups of
travellers by their travel behaviour (Deschaintres et al., 2019). An
essential tool to understand and draw conclusions from the data is
visualisation. Two examples are plots of time series or distributions
(histograms) of values and alluvial diagrams. Alluvial diagrams are
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4.7. Usage of the Extracted Travel Patterns

a particular type of diagrams used to visualise flows. To visualise the
spatial dimension of travel patterns, using a Geographic Information
System (GIS) is useful to create maps of traffic flows or travel demand.

While the direct analysis of travel patterns extracted from large-
scale passive data is possible for some applications, there are limi-
tations. One limitation may be the quality and completeness of the
extracted travel patterns due to the raw data’s limited resolution and
possible bias. We can address this problem using data fusion. The
idea of data fusion is to combine the extracted travel patterns from
large-scale passive data with other data sources. This may both in-
clude travel patterns from a second large-scale passive data source
but also other data sources. An example for example to combine
travel patterns from cellular network data and smart card data. Cel-
lular network data is especially useful to estimate the total travel
demand, while it is difficult to estimate how many travellers use each
travel mode in many cases. Combining the cellular network data
with smart card data a better estimate of the number of total trav-
ellers and those travelling by public transportation could be obtained.
Bwambale et al. (2017) propose to combine travel patterns extracted
from smart card data with travel survey data to improve the under-
standing of travel behaviour. Wu et al. (2015) suggest combining
travel patterns from cellular network data and traffic sensor data to
estimate road flows.

The data fusion of multiple data sources can increase the quality
and, where data sources complement each other, add more detail to
the travel patterns. As data sources may have different formats and
aggregations levels, a conversion may be necessary. We can consider
optimisation methods to find travel patterns that match as much as
possible with both data sources. The data fusion method needs to
be designed specifically for the data sources to combine. The re-
sult of the data fusion can then be used in the same way as directly
analysing travel patterns extracted from one large-scale passive data
source. However, due to improved quality and possibly a greater level
of detail, more applications may be possible after fusing several data
sources.

Another limitation of using travel patterns extracted from large-
scale passive data directly is that we can use the data to understand
historical and current patterns but not forecast the effect of changes to
the traffic system. Forecasts and comparisons of the effects of different
traffic system changes require using traffic models (see Chapter 2.4).
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Chapter 4. Methods for Processing Large‐Scale Passive Data

Traditionally, traffic models have been based on census data, traffic
counts and travel surveys. We could use travel patterns extracted
from large-scale passive data to improve the quality and detail of
traffic models. Two approaches may be used to improve traffic mod-
els using new data sources. The first approach is to use extracted
travel patterns as input to traffic models. For example, we could use
travel demand estimated from cellular network data as an input to
a mode choice or route choice model. Some authors also propose to
design new traffic models designed to take large-scale passive data as
input (Bwambale et al., 2017). The second approach of integrating
the extracted travel patterns with traffic models is to use the data to
calibrate traffic models instead of using the travel patterns directly
as input. The calibration of travel behaviour models, such as mod-
els for mode and route choice, often suffers from the limited sample
size of travel surveys. Cellular network data and smart card data
can be used to obtain large samples of observations, which we can
use to fit the parameters of a model more exactly (Jánošíková et al.,
2014). The large sample size of observations could also allow making
travel behaviour models more detailed and include more parameters
such as dynamic events and the influence of weather as in Zannat
and Choudhury (2019). In particular, for agent-based traffic models,
which in detail model individual travel patterns, large-scale observa-
tions of real travel patterns make it possible to calibrate and validate
the models in detail. Potentially, this could lead to much more de-
tailed and accurate traffic models than the traditional four-step traffic
models used in practice today.
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Chapter 5

Summary of research

This chapter summarises the research of this thesis. It introduces the
research questions that this thesis aims to answer and which have
been formulated based on the identified research gaps. The general
research setup used to conduct the research is introduced. Finally,
the included papers are summarised and condensed into a number of
main contributions.

5.1 Research Gaps
A considerable number of studies proposing methods of extracting
travel patterns from large-scale passive data have already been con-
ducted, as discussed in Chapter 4. However, several relevant research
gaps still prevent or limit the use of large-scale passive data for prac-
tical traffic planning applications.

First, there are still some relevant open problems where only lim-
ited research effort has been made. When it comes to cellular network
data, for example, much focus has been on the extraction of trips and
travel demand estimation. However, additional metadata needs to
be inferred for many applications, such as the route and travel mode
used. Existing studies on mode classification of trips extracted from
cellular network data are often using simple rule-based algorithms
leaving room for new, more advanced methods (Huang et al., 2019).
Regarding smart card data, several studies have proposed methods to
study travel behaviour. Most focus, however, has been on short-term
disruptions while large system changes and long-term planned disrup-
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Chapter 5. Summary of research

tions, for example, due to construction works, are understudied.
Second, many studies using large-scale passive data to extract

travel patterns provide only very limited validation. Often the val-
idation is only performed on a very aggregated level, leaving open
questions concerning the quality of the individual travel patterns ex-
tracted and the limitations of the suggested methods (Chen et al.,
2016). To demonstrate that the quality of extracted travel patterns
is good enough to be used in practical applications, validation meth-
ods need to be advanced and also show that the results are correct
on an individual level.

Third, there is a lack of studies using real-world, large-scale pas-
sive datasets that demonstrate if the proposed methods not only work
in theory, using simulated data or in a small selected case study. Be-
fore a method can be applied in practice, it needs to be demonstrated
that it can handle large amounts of data of varying quality and res-
olution. Many earlier studies using cellular network data are using
sparse CDR datasets. Today, cellular network data of higher resolu-
tion is available, which opens new possibilities but at the same time
calls for new methods adapted for the data that is available today.

5.2 Research Questions
Based on the existing research gaps, the following research questions
have been formulated:

RQ1 How can large-scale passive data such as cellular network data
and smart card data be processed in order to extract travel
patterns for traffic planning applications?

RQ2 How can the quality of travel patterns extracted from cellular
network data be evaluated?

RQ3 What potential and limitations of using large-scale passive data
for travel pattern analysis can be identified from applying meth-
ods of processing the data to real-world datasets?

5.3 Research Setup
The research conducted within this thesis involves extensive data pro-
cessing. A research setup for data-driven analysis has been developed
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5.3. Research Setup

within the thesis work to enable this data processing. The follow-
ing requirements have been identified that the research setup needs
to fulfil. First, the setup needs to allow executing queries needed to
process the data, including spatial queries and GIS operations. It
should also allow flexible analysis and data visualisation. Second, the
setup needs to allow for the processing of large-scale datasets in a
reasonable time. Third, the setup needs to preserve the privacy of
individuals. Fourth, the results should be reproducible, and it needs
to be transparent how the results have been produced.

The used setup differs slightly between the papers in the thesis.
The setup used for Paper V uses the Spark framework1. The setup
for all other papers is based on a library2 made by the author of this
thesis combined with a PostgreSQL3 database. Both are based on the
concept of MapReduce to parallelise the data processing to increase
performance and use all available CPU power when processing large-
scale datasets (see Chapter 4.1). The database allows running efficient
queries by indexing the data. Spatial queries are performed using the
PostGIS extension4. The methods and algorithms part of the papers
in this thesis have been implemented in Python5 and use database
queries to fetch data and write back results.

To preserve individual privacy when processing large-scale passive
data, the approach of limited release (see Chapter 4.6) is used for
Paper II. For the remaining papers I, III, IV and V a remote access
setup is used. For Paper V, a single remote access server has been used
to process the data. For Paper I, III and IV the setup illustrated in
Figure 5.1 has been used which is based on the idea to “bring the code
to the data”. That means that the computation server used to process
large-scale cellular network data is controlled by the operator only and
cannot be accessed directly. The code for data processing is submitted
to the server and executed. Only the aggregated results that do not
allow to draw any conclusions about individuals are exported.

Without direct access to the server, debugging and verification of
the code is difficult. Therefore, a second server is used for develop-
ment purposes. Here, the same computational data processing code
can be run on a small test dataset collected by a few users who have

1https://spark.apache.org
2https://pypi.org/project/pyparade/
3https://www.postgresql.org
4https://postgis.net
5https://www.python.org
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Computation server

Development server
Test data

Test results

Aggregated 
resultsLarge-scale 

data

Code for data 
processing

Figure 5.1: The used remote-access setup to calculate aggre-
gated results from cellular network data without direct access to
the data. The development server is used for debugging and can
be remote-accessed while the computation server is not directly
accessible.

given consent to use the data for development purposes. Each run is
logged with the exact code revision and parameters used. This makes
the computation of the results reproducible.

The R programming language6 is used in all papers in this thesis to
enable the analysis of travel patterns using visualisation, comparison
metrics and statistical analysis. Further, QGIS7 is used to create
geospatial visualisations of travel patterns.

5.4 Summary of the Included Papers
The papers in this thesis make contributions to different steps of
processing cellular network data for travel pattern analysis (Paper I-
IV) and include a method of analysing travel patterns from smart
card data (Paper V). All papers consist of a processing and analysis
part (see Figure 5.2). This section gives a summary of each of the
included papers.

Paper I: Comparative Analysis of Travel Patterns from Cellular Net-
work Data and an Urban Travel Demand Model

This paper compares travel demand estimated from cellular net-
work data with an existing travel demand model. A data-driven travel
demand estimation method is presented, consisting of a trip extrac-
tion step and a travel demand estimation step. We compare two trip

6https://www.r-project.org
7https://qgis.org/en/site/
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the included papers by data source
source, main processing steps and analysis focus.

extraction methods which have been presented earlier in Breyer et al.
(2017) regarding their impact on the estimation of travel demand.
The bias caused by using different trip extraction methods is further
analysed using a small-scale cellular network dataset collected from 20
mobile phones together with GPS tracks collected on the same device
is used. We use a large-scale dataset of cellular network data from a
Swedish operator for the city of Norrköping to compare the travel de-
mand inferred from cellular network data to the municipality’s travel
demand model. Additionally, the time profile of the estimated travel
demand is compared to a time-sliced variant of the model and public
transportation tap-ins.

The results show that the recall is just about 50% for trips which
are only 1-2km long while it is 75-80% for trips of more than 5km
length. Similarly, the recall also differs by travel mode with more
than 80% for public transportation, 74% for car but only 53% for bi-
cycle and walking. The correlation to the municipality’s urban travel
demand model after aggregating trips into an origin-destination ma-
trix depends on the aggregation level of the comparison. While the
correlation is weak (R2 < 0.2) using the original zoning used in the
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Chapter 5. Summary of research

traditional model with 189 zones, it is good (R2 = 0.82) when aggre-
gating to 24 zones. We find systematic differences in travel demand
resulting from two different trip extraction methods. This highlights
that the choice of the trip extraction method is crucial for the travel
demand estimation.

Paper I is co-authored with David Gundlegård and Clas Ryder-
gren. The author of the thesis is the main author and has contributed
with major work, including conceptualisation, method development,
analysis and paper writing.

Paper I has been published in

Breyer, N.; Rydergren, C.; Gundlegård, D. (2020). Comparative
analysis of travel patterns from cellular network data and an urban
travel demand model. Journal of Advanced Transportation, 2020

Parts of Paper I have been presented at Transportforum 2019 in
Linköping, Sweden and Netmob 2019 in Oxford, United Kingdom.

Paper II: Cellpath Routing and Route Traffic Flow Estimation Based
on Cellular Network data

Paper II focuses on the route inference for trips extracted from
cellular network data to estimate traffic flows. We present and com-
pare four algorithms to estimate a route on the road network for a
given cellpath of a trip: First, Direct routing uses the shortest path
between origin and destination of the cellpath. Second, Waypoint
Routing where the route is forced to go through all Voronoi cells in
the cellpath. Third, Magnetic Routing uses modified link costs to
infer a route that follows the cellpath. Fourth, Magentic Waypoint
Routing which combines the previous two algorithms.

We compare the four route inference methods regarding the char-
acteristics of the individual routes. To investigate the effect of using
the different route estimation methods in a network loading for a
larger city, we use a large-scale CDR dataset of Dakar, Senegal. The
results show that the choice of the route estimation method has a sig-
nificant impact on the resulting link flows. In particular, we find that
strictly following the cellpath of each trip leads to unrealistic routes.

Paper II is co-authored with David Gundlegård and Clas Ryder-
gren. The author of the thesis is the main author and has contributed
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with major work, including conceptualisation, method development,
analysis and paper writing.

Paper II has been published in

Breyer, N.; Gundlegård, D.; Rydergren, C. (2018). Cellpath rout-
ing and route traffic flow estimation based on cellular network data.
Journal of Urban Technology, 25(2):85–104. doi: 10.1080/10630732.
2017.1386939

Parts of Paper II have been presented at MobileTartu 2016 in
Tartu, Estonia, Netmob 2017 in Milan, Italy and the Swedish Trans-
portation Research Conference in Lund, Sweden.

Paper III: Travel mode classification of intercity trips using cellular
network data

Some applications in transport planning require knowing the travel
mode of trips. Classification by travel mode is needed to use cellular
network data in these applications. Paper III involves a comparison
of three geometry-based mode classification methods and three su-
pervised learning methods to classify trips previously extracted from
cellular network data in intercity origin-destination pairs as either
made by road or rail.

To compare the different classification methods, we use a labelled
dataset of 255 trips in two inter-city OD-pairs in Sweden to train
the supervised classification methods and evaluate the classification
performance. For an OD-pair where the road and train routes are not
separated by more than four kilometres, the geometry-based methods
classify 4.5%–7.1% of the trips wrong, while two of the supervised
learning methods can classify all trips correctly. Using a large-scale
dataset of 29037 trips, we find that separation between classes is less
clear than in the labelled dataset. We also show how the choice of
classification method impacts the aggregated modal split estimate.

Paper III is co-authored with David Gundlegård and Clas Ryder-
gren. The author of the thesis is the main author and has contributed
with major work, including conceptualisation, method development,
analysis and paper writing.

Paper III has been published in
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Breyer, N.; Gundlegård, D.; Rydergren, C. (2021). Travel mode
classification of intercity trips using cellular network data. Trans-
portation Research Procedia, 52:211 – 218. doi: 10.1016/j.trpro.2021.
01.024. 23rd EURO Working Group on Transportation Meeting,
EWGT 2020, 16-18 September 2020, Paphos, Cyprus

Parts of Paper III have been presented at Mobile Tartu 2020 in
Tartu, Estonia (virtual conference), the 23rd Euro Working Group
on Transportation in Paphos, Cyprus (virtual conference) and the
Swedish Transportation Research Conference in Karlstad, Sweden
(virtual conference).

Paper IV: Semi-supervised mode classification of inter-city trips from
cellular network data

As Paper III, also Paper IV is focusing on the problem of classify-
ing trips extracted from cellular network data by travel mode. While
the supervised methods presented in Paper III require a set of man-
ually labelled trips for training, Paper IV aims to classify without
any labelled training data as this is usually not available in practice.
The paper presents first a geometric classification method, which in
contrast to Paper II also works when a user takes another route then
the fasted route alternative when travelling by road.

The main contributions of Paper IV are three methods of classi-
fication through semi-supervised labelling. The methods label first a
few trips using geometric classification by comparing to route alter-
natives. The semi-supervised labelling approaches use then underly-
ing structures in a large set of unlabelled trips to label the remaining
trips by using a standard supervised classification method (geometric-
labelling), iterative semi-supervised training (self-labelling) or by trans-
ferring information between OD-pairs (continuity-labelling).

We apply the three semi-supervised classification methods on a
dataset of 9545 unlabelled trips in two inter-city origin-destination
pairs. We find that the methods can identify structures in the cells
used during trips in the unlabelled data corresponding to the avail-
able route alternatives. Finally, we validate the classification meth-
ods using a dataset of 255 manually labelled trips in the two origin-
destination pairs. While geometric classification misclassified 4.2%
and 5.6% of the trips in the two origin-destination pairs, all trips can
be classified correctly using semi-supervised classification.
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Paper IV is co-authored with David Gundlegård and Clas Ryder-
gren. The author of the thesis is the main author and has contributed
with major work, including conceptualisation, method development,
analysis and paper writing.

Paper IV is a working paper.

Paper V: Analysing the impacts of long-term service disruptions on
passenger travel behaviour: A smart card analysis from the Greater
Copenhagen area

Paper V contains an analysis of travel patterns using smart card
data in order to understand the impacts of long-term disruption in
public transportation. While previous studies have focused on short-
term disruptions or only used aggregated data, we propose a new
method based on smart card data for analysing the impacts of long-
term planned disruptions on individual passenger travel behaviour.
We use k-means clustering to group passengers based on their travel
behaviour before and after the closure. Thus, we can observe how dif-
ferent passenger groups changed travel behaviour after the disruption
and compare these observations to a reference line without disruption
to account for general trends. Using hierarchical clustering of daily
travel patterns, we can analyse certain passenger groups’ reactions to
the disruption.

We apply the method on a 3-month closure of a rail line in the
Greater Copenhagen area. The results suggest that, in particular,
passengers with everyday commuting behaviour have decreased after
the disruption. As this group stands for a large portion of the total
trips, this contributes to the lower ridership on the disrupted line af-
ter the disruption compared to an unaffected reference line. The pro-
posed methodology enables the analysis of the impact of disruptions
on diverse passengers segments which is useful for public transport
agencies when planning long-term maintenance projects.

Paper V is co-authored with Morten Eltved, Jesper Bláfoss Ing-
vardson and Otto Anker Nielsen. The author of the thesis has con-
tributed as co-author and with major work regarding the conceptu-
alisation and implementation of the analysis of impacts on different
passenger groups using clustering by travel behaviour (in particular
Sections 3.1-3.3, 4.2 and 5.1-5.3).
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Paper V is a working paper. Parts of Paper V have been presented
at TransitData 2020 in Toronto, Canada (virtual conference).

5.5 Other Related Work by the Author
In addition to the five papers included in this thesis, the author has
also contributed to two related papers not included in this thesis. The
first of these shows how CDR data can be used to estimate travel
demand. It was excluded due to the overlap with Paper I and as the
other co-authors have done major work in the paper. The paper has
been published in

Gundlegård, D.; Rydergren, C.; Breyer, N.; Rajna, B. (2016).
Travel demand estimation and network assignment based on cel-
lular network data. Computer Communications, 95:29 – 42. doi:
10.1016/j.comcom.2016.04.015

The second paper focuses on the trip extraction from cellular net-
work data and how the resulting trips can be validated. The paper is
not included in this thesis due to the overlap with Paper I. The paper
has been published in

Breyer, N.; Gundlegård, D.; Rydergren, C.; Bäckman, J. (2017).
Trip extraction for traffic analysis using cellular network data. In
2017 5th IEEE International Conference on Models and Technologies
for Intelligent Transportation Systems (MT-ITS), pages 321–326. doi:
10.1109/MTITS.2017.8005688

5.6 Main Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:

1 Methods for extracting trips and estimate travel demand from
noisy cellular network data of low resolution in space and time
(Paper I)

2 Methods for inferring routes of trips extracted from cellular net-
work data (Paper II)
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3 Methods for classifying trips extracted from cellular network
data by travel mode by means of rule-based and machine learn-
ing methods and using structures in large-scale data (Paper III
and IV)

4 A method for analysing travel behaviour changes using cluster-
ing of smart card data (Paper V)

5 Approaches for validating extracted travel patterns on individ-
ual level (Paper I, III, IV) and aggregated level (Paper I)

6 Approaches for evaluating the impact of using different methods
for extracting travel patterns (Paper I, II, III, IV)

7 Identification of potential and limitations in practical applica-
tions of large-scale passive data for travel pattern analysis using
real-world large-scale datasets (Chapters 3, 4, 6 and Papers I-V)

While contributions 1-3, 5 and 6 are covered in this thesis for cel-
lular network data, contribution 4 is covered using smart card data.
Contribution 7 is related to the use of both data sources. The con-
tributions relate to the research questions introduced in Chapter 5.2)
as follows. Contributions 1-4 are related to research question RQ1
by proposing different methods to process large-scale passive data
and correspond to the processing part in Figure 5.2. Contributions 5
and 6 are related to RQ2 and correspond to the different methods of
analysing and evaluating the results in Figure 5.2. Finally, contribu-
tion 7 relates to RQ3 and summarises the knowledge on the potential
and limitations of different large-scale passive data sources as a result
of using different real-world data sets in the papers of this thesis.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future
Work

Large-scale passive data sources allow obtaining large samples of ob-
servations of travel patterns. Cellular network data collected by a
cellular network operator can provide a unique overview of travel
patterns with all travel modes for a significant share of the popula-
tion. Smart card data covers travel patterns in public transportation
with a great level of detail. Before these data sources can help traffic
planners, extensive data processing is needed to extract useful travel
patterns. This thesis extended the knowledge about suitable data
processing methods.

The findings in this thesis include that it is important to take the
characteristics of the data into account when designing a data process-
ing method to extract travel patterns from large-scale passive data.
Paper II illustrated that route inference from CDRs by strictly fol-
lowing the cellpath is problematic due to the noise and low resolution
of the data. Both rule-based and machine learning methods can be
used to extract travel patterns. Rule-based methods are often easier
to understand and are appropriate for problems where the patterns
to be extracted can be described clearly. Paper I shows that a simple
rule-based stop detection algorithm can be used to extract longer trips
from cellular network data reliably. However, rule-based methods are
problematic when the patterns to be detected are complex or not ex-
actly known beforehand. In these cases, machine learning methods
can be used. Unsupervised learning can be used to find patterns in
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Work

the data without prior specification. Paper V showed how cluster-
ing of smart card data could be used to group public transportation
users by travel behaviour to understand the effects of a disruption.
Paper III showed that for the problem of travel mode classification
of trips extracted from cellular network data supervised classification
can outperform rule-based geometric methods. Supervised learning
requires training data to learn patterns. When no or little training
data is available, using semi-supervised learning is a promising ap-
proach as demonstrated in Paper IV.

Each data processing method needs to be evaluated to understand
its performance. Three approaches for evaluation are proposed in the
thesis. First, the validation on individual level using data collected in
experiments, such that the correct travel patterns are known (Papers
I, III and IV). Second, the comparison with other independent data
sources, such as an existing traffic model, to understand whether the
extracted travel patterns match the expectations of travel patterns on
an aggregated level (Paper I). Third, the comparison of methods to
analyse the impact of using different methods to process the same data
(Papers I-IV). These evaluation approaches complement each other.
Since datasets collected in experiments are rarely representative of
the population, it may not be enough to conclude on the quality of
the extracted travel patterns on an aggregated level. The comparison
with another independent data source, on the other hand, does not
allow us to conclude whether the individual travel patterns detected
are correct. Using the comparison of methods, Papers I-IV show that
the choice of the data processing method can have large effects on the
results.

In the studies of this thesis, real-world, large-scale passive datasets
have been used to demonstrate how the extraction of travel patterns
could work under realistic circumstances. This has exposed two main
limitations of using large-scale passive data for travel pattern anal-
ysis. First, there are limitations due to the particular large-scale
passive data source used. Cellular network data for example, is lim-
ited by its resolution in time and space, which makes it impossible
to capture very short trips reliably in areas where the cell density is
low (Paper I). Second, even though large-scale passive data sources
cover large portions of the population, there may be sample bias. No
socio-economic data is usually available linked to individuals in the
data, making it challenging to control this bias. At the same time,
the studies of this thesis have shown the potential of using large-scale
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passive data. Due to the large sample size, the data allows under-
standing travel patterns based on observations instead of relying on
traffic models’ underlying assumptions and parameters. The data can
be updated much easier than, for example, a travel survey. This al-
lows to quickly understand travel behaviour changes that could not
be detected otherwise.

Despite the active research in the area of using large-scale passive
data for travel pattern analysis still, some open problems remain. Re-
garding data processing methods, the problem of classifying activities
from cellular network data has, for example, not been studied exten-
sively. The problem of scaling travel demand to the whole population
may also need more attention. While large-scale passive data theoret-
ically allows understanding travel patterns in real-time, few methods
have been designed to take advantage of this. Better metrics are
needed to establish ways of quantifying the similarity of travel pat-
terns from different sources. Simple correlation metrics often cannot
describe the similarity of travel patterns sufficiently. Practical traffic
planning applications could also benefit from the data fusion of sev-
eral data sources and the integration of travel patterns extracted from
large-scale passive data with traffic models as input or for calibration.
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ANPR Automatic number-plate recognition. 20

API Application Programming Interface. 41

billing data Data stored by the mobile operator for billing purposes,
see also CDR. 15, 16

Bluetooth Standard for short-range wireless communication. 20

calibration Adjusting parameters of a model to ensure accurate re-
sults. 12, 26, 27, 33, 44, 59

CDR Call Detail Record. 16, 17, 29, 33, 46, 50, 54, 57

cellpath A list of cells which a user connected to during a trip. 29,
32, 33, 50, 57

cellular network data Records from the mobile network contain-
ing a timestamp and the cell which a user was connected to,
see also CDR and xDR. 1–5, 15–18, 20, 23–26, 28–36, 39, 40,
42–52, 54, 55, 57–59

classification Mapping each observation to a label from a fixed set
of categories; example: travel mode classification. 26, 27, 31,
32, 34, 37, 51, 52, 58

clustering Grouping observations into groups with similar observa-
tions (clusters). 27, 29, 34, 35, 42, 53, 55, 58

GIS Geographic Information System. 43, 47

GPS Global Positioning System. 11, 20, 36, 39, 49
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GSM Global System for Mobile communications. 17

handover Switch between two cells during an ongoing phone call or
data connection. 15, 16

HMM Hidden Markov Model. 27, 33, 35

lcoation update Records stored by a cellular network operator to
support location management. 15, 16

link flow Number of traveller or vehicles on a given link in the trans-
portation network. 9, 13, 28, 31, 32, 35, 37, 50

LTE Long-Term Evolution. 17

machine learning Algorithms learning autonomously from a set of
training data. 26, 27, 31–35, 55, 57

modal split Share of trips made with each travel mode. 9, 31, 37,
38, 42, 51

OD-matrix Origin-destination travel demand matrix. 9, 30, 31, 35,
37

OD-pair Pair of two TAZs (origin and destination). 9, 11–13, 31,
32, 51, 52

PCA Principal component analysis. 27

PostGIS GIS extension for Postgres. 47

PostgreSQL Relational database management system. 47

precision Fraction of the expected observations among the detected
observations. 37

Python Programming language. 47

QGIS GIS software. 48

R Programming language with focus on statistics. 48

recall Fraction of the detected observations among the expected ob-
servations. 37, 49
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smart card data Data collected from a smart-card based Auto-
matic Fare Collection (AFC) system used in public transit. 1–3,
5, 15, 18–20, 23, 25, 34, 35, 42–46, 48, 53, 55, 57, 58

supervised learning Algorithms learning autonomously from a set
of training data with correct answer known. 27, 51, 58

TAZ Traffic Analysis Zone. 9, 30, 31, 35

test error Fraction of correctly classified observations. 37

travel behaviour Descriptions of the decision making processes how
travellers choose to travel. 1, 8, 9, 12–14, 35, 42–45, 53, 55, 58,
59

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System. 17

unsupervised learning Algorithms learning autonomously from a
set of training data without correct answer known. 27, 57

user equilibrium Route assignment in a transportation network
such that no traveller can find a faster route. 13

Voronoi cell Polygon containing all points for which a given an-
tenna is the closest; computed using Voronoi Tesselation (Ag-
garwal et al., 1989). 16, 50

xDR x-Detail Record. 16
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